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Who we are
Invisible Cities is a global social enterprise that trains
people who have been affected by homelessness to
become walking tour guides of their own city. We offer
alternative walking tours, designed and delivered by our
guides in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester and York.
In 2021, we will launch in Cardiff and one other (secret)
UK city.
We don’t believe in labels or stereotypes and believe
that everyone has something to offer, no matter where
they come from or where they live.
The social enterprise was founded in 2016 in Edinburgh
by Zakia Moulaoui Guery and has since then expanded
to Glasgow, Manchester, York and Cardiff through a
social franchise model.

Our Branding

All our branding elements (logos and illustrations) are designed by Nicola Boon, a Scottish artist.
Please do not use our logos on white background- we can provide you with appropriate logos on request
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Crimes & Punishment with Sonny
The Royal Mile; A Work in Progress with Angus
Leith: The Trainspotting Generation with Paul
Real Women of Edinburgh by ALL
Social Enterprise in the City with Zakia

Off the Cobbles with Danny
Back in Time with Laura
Ales & Alleyways: Stories of Pubs with Andy
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York Family Friendly Fun Tour with Gavin
York’s Railway Heritage with Gemma
The Story of Guy Fawkes with Vicki
The Health and Wealth of York with Miles

tour

CURRENTLY RE-TRAINING

Photos
Photos accessible on Flickr.
Please credit photographers when name is stated in title.

Customer Reviews - 5 Stars on Trip Advisor
"What a fantastic way to spend our Saturday. We learnt

"A tour like no other; inspiring and thought-

so much about our own city, and feel so much more

provoking. His story breaks the boundaries of our

informed about the systems and support in place for

perspectives on the homeless... at the end of the

those affected by homelessness. - Lucy, Airbnb

day, they are humans like the rest of us, and even a
quick conversation will make a lot of difference." -

Josh, TripAdvisor

"I learned lots of unexpected bits of history about Scotland and the flavor of the area
through this unique custom adventure. I highly recommend this tour and other
Invisible Cities experiences. You'll have a real city experience while giving back to
the community in a positive way too.." - Monika TripAdvisor

Media Requests
For media and documentary requests, no matter what city this
covers, please contact:
Zakia Moulaoui - CEO & Founder
zakia@invisible-cities.org
00447 500773709
Please note not all of our guides are comfortable giving
interviews or being filmed. However a few are happy to step in.
We will do our best to work with you so you can cover our work
and mission but cannot guarantee any of our guides'
participation.
www.invisible-cities.org

